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 Abstract By means of a citation analysis I aim to determine which scholarly
 journals are most important in the sub-field of philosophy of science. My analysis
 shows that the six most important journals in the sub-field are Philosophy of Sci-
 ence, British Journal for the Philosophy of Science, Journal of Philosophy, Syn-
 these, Studies in History and Philosophy of Science, and Erkenntnis. Given the data
 presented in this study, there is little evidence that there is such a field as the history

 and philosophy of science (HPS). Rather, philosophy of science is most properly
 conceived of as a sub-field of philosophy.

 1 Introduction

 Citation analyses can reveal a lot about the structure of a field or sub-field. The
 patterns that emerge in a collection of citations can help us in identifying the typical
 citation norms for the field, and which journals matter most in the field. But, the
 patterns can also shed light on the relationship between the field of interest and
 neighboring fields or sub-fields. For example, by studying citation patterns we might
 discover that the research literature in a neighboring field is especially relevant to
 our field of interest.

 In this paper, I aim to examine the sub-field of philosophy of science, with
 special attention to its relationship to the discipline of philosophy and the
 neighboring sub-field of history of science. My aim is to determine which scholarly
 journals are most important in the sub-field of philosophy of science, and whether
 history of science journals and general philosophy journals have been important
 venues in which to publish research in the philosophy of science.

 K. B. Wray (El)
 Department of Philosophy, State University of New York, 211 Campus Center,
 Oswego, New York 13126, USA
 e-mail: kwray@oswego.edu
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 424 K. B. Wray

 Given the data presented in this study, there is little evidence that there is such a
 field as the history and philosophy of science (HPS). Rather, the data suggest that
 philosophy of science is most properly conceived of as a sub-field of philosophy.

 2 Getting at the Core Journals

 My aim in this study is to identify the core journals in philosophy of science. Core
 journals are those journals that publish the most important contributions in a field. In
 an effort to uncover the core journals in the sub-field of philosophy of science, I
 propose to examine what scholarly journals are most frequently cited in three
 sources, two companions devoted to the philosophy of science and a reader on a key
 enduring topic in the field, the realism/anti-realism debate.
 A companion is intended to be a "comprehensive and authoritative survey" of a
 field, "a guide to the major themes, movements, debates and topics" in a field. Thus,
 it is meant to touch on all the key topics, and to present the material in a thorough
 non-partisan manner. Indeed, this is what both Blackwell's A Companion to the
 Philosophy of Science and The Routledge Companion to Philosophy of Science
 purport to do (see Newton-Smith 2000 and Psillos and Curd 2008). The Blackwell
 Companion covers a wide range of topics in its 81 articles, including the paradoxes of
 confirmation, explanation, holism, inference to the best explanation, and simplicity,
 to list just five topics. There are, as well, entries on key thinkers who have contributed
 to the field, including Quine, Russell, Whewell, Bohr and Berkeley. Each entry
 includes a list of references and suggestions for further reading. The Routledge
 Companion contains 55 articles grouped into four broad categories: Historical and
 philosophical context, Debates, Concepts, and Individual sciences. Entries also
 contain lists of references and some suggestions for further reading.
 Clearly, if the articles in these Companions are as comprehensive and
 authoritative as they aim to be, then they will be ideal sources from which to
 determine what the key journals in the field are. The sources in the references and
 suggested readings will undoubtedly be drawn from the core of the field.
 The realism/anti-realism debate is one of the central topics in philosophy of
 science. It is an enduring topic as well. David Papineau's (1996) edited volume, The
 Philosophy of Science, in the Oxford Readings in Philosophy series, collects
 together thirteen key papers on this issue, papers that had been published previously
 elsewhere and at the time of editing were regarded as important contributions to the
 debate. Most are authored by leaders in the field, including such important figures as
 Nancy Cartwright, Bas van Fraassen, Larry Laudan, Richard Boyd, and Wesley
 Salmon. Thus, this collection should be an ideal place to determine what the leading
 journals are in which philosophers of science seek to publish their research.

 3 The Data

 In this section, I report my findings from an analysis of the references in these
 sources to articles published in scholarly journals. A few remarks are in order before
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 Philosophy of Science: What are the Key Journals in the Field? 425

 I provide a summary of the data. I have not included in the count citations to books,
 or book series, like the Minnesota Studies in Philosophy of Science, or conference
 proceeding, like the Philosophy of Science Association (PSA) biennial conference
 proceedings. My aim is to focus on scholarly journals. And, in counting citations in
 the Papineau volume, I have included (1) the articles anthologized in the volume,
 (2) the articles cited in the introduction and anthologized articles, and (3) the articles
 listed in the annotated bibliography.

 I will consider the three sources in order of publication, beginning with the
 oldest, Papineau' s edited reader. Listed below are the thirteen most cited journals.

 Rank Journal title Citations

 1 Philosophy of Science 29

 2 British Journal for the Philosophy of Science 1 8

 Journal of Philosophy 18

 4 Synthese 13
 5 Erkenntnis 8

 Nous 8

 Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 8

 8 Philosophical Quarterly 6
 9 Dialéctica 5

 10 Philosophical Studies 4

 Philosophical Review 4
 12 Mind 3

 Philosophical Topics 3

 An additional four journals were cited twice each, and an additional 10 journals
 were cited once each. A total of 27 different journals were cited in this edited
 volume. Consider now the Blackwell Companion. Listed below are the fifteen
 journals from which articles are most frequently cited in the companion.

 Rank Journal title Citations

 1 Philosophy of Science 3 1

 2 British Journal for the Philosophy of Science 29

 3 Journal of Philosophy 27

 4 Philosophical Review 13

 5 Synthese 10
 6 Erkenntnis 7

 Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 7

 8 Australasian Journal of Philosophy 6
 Mind 6

 Nous 6
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 Table continued

 Rank Journal title Citations

 Physical Review 6

 12 American Philosophical Quarterly 5

 1 3 Analysis 4

 Journal of Symbolic Logic 4

 Philosophical Topics 4

 One journal was cited three times, an additional 12 journals were cited twice
 each, and an additional 46 journals were each cited once. Hence, a total of 74
 different journals were cited in the companion.
 Finally, consider the Routledge Companion. Here I list the 13 most frequently

 cited journals.

 Rank Journal title Citations

 1 Philosophy of Science 39

 2 British Journal for the Philosophy of Science 28

 3 Journal of Philosophy 27

 4 Synthese 20
 5 Erkenntnis 15

 6 Mind 9

 Philosophical Review 9

 Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 9

 9 Studies in Hist, and Phil, of Biology and the Biomedicai Sciences 6

 Studies in Hist, and Phil, of Modern Physics 6

 1 1 Philosophical Studies 5
 12 Dialéctica 4

 International Studies in the Phil, of Science 4

 Eight additional journals were cited three times each, 1 1 journals are cited twice
 each, and 42 journals are cited once each. A total of 74 journals were cited in this
 companion.

 What is most striking about these data is the amount of agreement between the
 three lists. The three most frequently cited journals are the same on all three lists.
 And, six of the seven most frequently cited journals on the three lists are the same.
 They are: Philosophy of Science, British Journal for the Philosophy of Science,
 Journal of Philosophy, Synthese, Erkenntnis, and Studies in History and Philosophy
 of Science. Clearly, these are the key journals in the sub-field of philosophy of
 science.

 Two of the journals are exclusively philosophy of science journals: Philosophy of
 Science, and British Journal for the Philosophy of Science. Philosophy of Science is
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 the official journal of the Philosophy of Science Association and British Journal for
 the Philosophy of Science is published for the British Society for the Philosophy of
 Science. One journal publishes a mix of philosophy of science and history of
 science: Studies in History and Philosophy of Science. And two of the journals
 concentrate on epistemology and metaphysics broadly construed to include
 philosophy of science: Synthese, and Erkenntnis. The Institute for Scientific
 Information, the organization responsible for creating the most important citation
 indexes, including The Web of Science, lists Philosophy of Science, British Journal
 for the Philosophy of Science, Synthese, and Studies in History and Philosophy of
 Science in their list of History and Philosophy of Science journals. In addition to
 philosophy of science journals, this list includes journals in history of science,
 history of medicine, history of technology, sociology of science, and science
 studies. The journal Erkenntnis, though not on that list, was created by the
 Gesellschaft für Empirische Philosophie and the Verein Ernst Mach, the founders of
 modern philosophy of science (see Hempel 1975). Though not exclusively
 concerned with philosophy of science, Erkenntnis is widely regarded as an
 important and appropriate place to publish papers on the philosophy of science.1

 The only general philosophy journal on the top six listing is Journal of
 Philosophy, which is widely regarded as one of the leading general philosophy
 journals. It ranked in the top three journals on all three lists, thus attesting to its
 importance as a venue for publishing research in the philosophy of science. It is
 interesting to see which other general philosophy journals are on the lists. The main
 ones are Philosophical Review, Nous, and Mind, journals that are all regarded as
 leading journals in philosophy. Hence, the leading journals in philosophy are clearly
 regarded as appropriate venues for publishing important contributions to the
 philosophy of science. Such publications make their way into the core of the field.

 It is also worth noting that there is little change over time, at least in the top six
 journals, even though the Papineau book was published four years before the
 Blackwell companion and 12 years before the Routledge companion. Clearly, the
 leading journals are secure with respect to their status in the field.

 4 HPS and LMPS

 Let us now consider the history and philosophy of science, or HPS as it is often
 called. There is reason to believe that HPS constitutes a single field. There are, after
 all, HPS graduate programs at a number of universities in the United Kingdom and
 the United States including Cambridge, Pittsburgh, and Indiana. Further, as noted
 above, the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) regards the History and
 Philosophy of Science as a distinct area, listing over thirty key journals in the field
 (see ISI 2003).2 And, in 2007, the European Science Foundation prepared a list of

 1 Incidentally, in the first half of the 20th century, Erkenntnis was perceived as a potential threat to the
 journal Philosophy of Science, competing with it for both submissions and readers (see Reisch 2005, pp.
 104-105).

 2 The 2003 journal list has 32 journals listed (see ISI 2003). A subsequent list has 36 journals listed.
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 90 History and Philosophy of Science journals, thus suggesting that HPS constitutes
 a field. Not surprisingly, with such an extensive list, all of the six core journals
 identified above are on this list. In fact, the list also contains a number of general
 philosophy journals, including Nous, and Australasian Journal of Philosophy, but
 not Mind or Philosophical Review (see European Science Foundation 2007).
 The data drawn from the three sources mentioned above raise questions about the
 existence of such a field. The only journals that could rightfully be regarded as
 history and philosophy of science journals are Studies in History and Philosophy of
 Science (SHPS), Studies in History and Philosophy of Modern Physics, and Studies
 in History and Philosophy of Biology and the Biomedicai Sciences. SHPS ranks
 about 6th on all three lists. And the other two journals only appear on one of the
 lists.

 Further, no history of science journal is listed in the top 15 journals cited in the
 Blackwell companion, or the top 13 journals cited in the Papineau reader, or the top
 13 journals cited in the Routledge companion. Perhaps even more telling against the
 existence of HPS as a field is the fact that there is not a single citation to the journal
 Isis in any of the three sources. Isis is perhaps the most important journal in the
 history of science, and is published for the History of Science Society (HSS). Hence,
 if there were such a field as history and philosophy of science, one would expect
 scholars in that field to be citing publications in the leading history of science
 journal. But, it appears that philosophy of science is largely independent of the
 history of science.

 In the 1970s, Thomas Kuhn (1977) insisted that the history of science and
 philosophy of science are "separate and distinct disciplines" (4). He noted that even
 at Princeton's HPS program, where he was teaching at the time, "the historians and
 the philosophers of science pursue different, though overlapping, courses of study,
 take different examinations, and receive their degrees from different departments"
 (4).3 Kuhn claimed that the two fields "differ in a number of their constitutive

 characteristics, of which the most general and apparent is their goals" (1977,
 pp. 4-5). As a result, he claims, "no one can practice ... both [disciplines] at the
 same time" (5).4 Our data suggest that Kuhn is correct. In fact, it seems that
 philosophers of science generally do not draw on the work of historians of science.

 Ron Giere (1973) also expressed skepticism about there being an intimate
 relationship between the history of science and the philosophy of science. Giere
 argued that "the primary relationships for philosophy of science are with philosophy
 and science. Likewise, the primary relationships for history of science are with
 history and science" (1973, p. 296). Giere suggested that "the proliferation of
 centres, departments and programmes for history and/or philosophy of science
 during the [1960s] shows that neither historians nor philosophers of science are
 happy with their parent disciplines" (ibid). Giere may be right that philosophers of
 science are more comfortable with historians of science than other philosophers,
 but, given their publication and citation practices, as revealed by this citation study,

 3 It is worth noting that there is no longer a Department of History and Philosophy of Science at
 Princeton.

 4 Kuhn continued to maintain that the two fields are distinct (see Kuhn 2000, p. 316).
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 philosophers of science seem to identify as philosophers. When they are not
 publishing in specialty journals, they aim to place their research in the philosophy of
 science in general philosophy journals.

 Indeed, the lack of connection between philosophy of science and history of
 science also shows itself rather ironically in a recent Focus piece in Isis. Focus
 pieces are usually composed of four contributions from leaders on the topic of
 concern. The topic of the Focus piece was "Changing Directions in History and
 Philosophy of Science," and included contributions from two philosophers of
 science and two historians of science. There is virtually no overlap in the topics of
 concern of the historians' papers and the philosophers' papers. In fact, the
 philosophers of science took the opportunity to examine the history of philosophy of
 science, rather than the history of science and its relevance to philosophy of science
 (see Richardson 2008 and Friedman 2008).5

 There are also a number of graduate programs in Logic, Methodology and
 Philosophy of Science (LMPS). The London School of Economics and Political
 Science and the University of California, Irvine, each have such a program.
 Interestingly, only one logic journal appears on our lists of frequently cited journals,
 The Journal of Symbolic Logic, and it ranks quite low as far as citation frequency is
 concerned. This is not to say that logic plays no role in philosophy of science. But,
 our data suggest that the core contributions to philosophy of science have not been
 published in logic journals.

 5 Concluding Remarks

 The point of this study has been to identify what the core journals in the philosophy
 of science are. Neither logic journals nor history of science journals are key venues
 for the publication of research relevant to the philosophy of science. Much of the
 core research in philosophy of science has been published in five key journals that
 are either concerned exclusively with philosophy of science or give extensive
 coverage to topics in the philosophy of science: Philosophy of Science, British
 Journal for the Philosophy of Science, Synthese, Erkenntnis, and Studies in History
 and Philosophy of Science. Otherwise, key contributions to the philosophy of
 science have been published in the leading general philosophy journals: Journal of
 Philosophy, Mind, Nous, and Philosophical Review. Given the results of this study,
 philosophy of science is more properly conceived of as a sub-field of philosophy,
 rather than as part of an interdisciplinary field involving either the history of science
 or logic.

 5 Ironically, in the next issue of Isis the philosopher of science Steven French engages history of science
 and its relationship to the philosophy of science more directly than either Richardson or Friedman did in
 their pieces, in his contribution to a focus on the theme of counterfactuals and the historian of science (see
 French 2008).
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